
Mr. Neven F. Stipanovic 
Acting Assistant General Counsel 
Federal Election Commission 
Office of General Counsel 
999 E Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20463 

November 9, 2017 

RE: Internet Communications Disclaimers 

Dear Mr. Stipanovic: 

On behalf of Revolution Messaging LLC ("Revolution Messaging"), I write to submit the 
following comments on the newest iteration of the Commission's longstanding Rulemaking 
2011-02, regarding disclaimers in Internet advertisements, including communications 
disseminated through smaller mobile devices. 

By way of background, Revolution Messaging is a full-service digital technology and 
strategy company that specializes in the provision of mobile and text messaging services to 
political organizations, including candidates, party committees, political committees and non
profit organizations. In 2013, Revolution Messaging requested an Advisory Opinion from the 
Commission regarding the applicability of the "small items" and "impracticable" exemptions in 
the Commission's disclaimer regulations to advertisements on mobile devices. 11 C.F.R. § 
110.1 l(f)(l); AOR 2013-18. Our comments below are limited to the application of these 
exemptions, and do not generally address the Commission's "Internet Exemption" or any other 
aspect of the scope of Commission regulation. 

Specifically, we would like to reiterate our concerns expressed during the consideration 
of AOR 2013-18. In this request, Revolution Messaging requested clarification as to application 
of the Commission's disclaimer rules to advertisements that were designed to appear on mobile 
devices with small screen sizes. As mobile advertising has evolved since our previous AOR this 
has grown more important. As explained in our request, we provided several reasons why 
advertisements that appear on mobile devices should be exempted from the Federal Election 
Campaign Act's ("FECA") disclaimer requirements in accordance with 11 C.F.R. § 110.l(f). 
There are two major concerns - mobile advertisements are too small to read, and given the 
technological and size limitations of small advertisements, a disclaimer could not be "clear and 
conspicuous" on a mobile advertisement. 11 C.F .R. § 110.1 ( c ). 
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Although we had presented a straight-forward and compelling request for the application 
of the exemption, the Commission was unable to find a consensus on the issues presented in our 
request, and failed to provide any guidance on whether the small item or impractical exemptions 
apply to mobile devices. In its Statement for the Record, three Commissioners chose to narrowly 
construe the small item and impractical exemptions to not include items other than "physical 
items." See Statement for the Record by Vice Chair Ann M. Ravel, Commissioner Steve T. 
Walther, and Commissioner Ellen L. Weintraub in Advisory Opinion Request 2013-18 
(Revolution Messaging, LLC), February 27, 2014, p. 2. This is an absurdly narrow reading of 
the Commission' s regulations; mobile devices are clearly "physical items" just as much as a 
bumper sticker or button. 

The Commission must move forward and update its regulations to incorporate digital 
technologies, which allow campaigns and committees to reach a large number of voters at costs 
that are significantly lower than traditional campaign communications. The Cornn1ission should 
not create rules that will make the use of such technology impractical or cost prohibitive or that 
would allow some communications but not others to be disseminated based upon arbitrary 
applications of the nuances of the technology. Rather, objective standards should be created that 
would allow a consistent and fair application of Commission regulations. Such standards should 
include any generally understood technical limitations that may apply to that technology, such as 
the pixel limitations that we described in our request. 

As explained in our comments in connection with AOR 2013-18, advertisements that 
appear on a mobile device are simply not large enough to provide a readable disclaimer in the 
formats proscribed by the FECA. It is not a simple enough response to suggest that ads could be 
customized to provide the proper disclaimer. As we described in our request, standards provided 
by the Interactive Advertising Bureau for mobile phone advertisements place strict pixel 
limitations to ensure that mobile phone advertisements appear uniformly across different sized 
mobile devices. 

In its consideration of AOR 2013-18, some members of the Commission suggested that if 
one type of advertisement was too small to place a disclaimer on it, then those who purchase 
such advertisements should present their ads in a different format so that a disclaimer could be 
added. Under that logic, the Commission could also ban buttons, apparel and bumper stickers 
and require that all campaigns communicate with billboards and yard signs. 

The Commission cannot and should not dictate the size and format of political speech so 
that it can require a disclaimer notice on that medium. If the Commission were to require that 
mobile advertisements contain disclaimers, it would effectively preclude the use of this medium 
at a time when mobile devices are central to communications in America. 

In addition, decisions regarding whether a disclaimer should be required should not be 
based on other technological or ancillary factors, such as whether the advertisement would link 
to another page, or whether there exists sufficient or evolving technology to provide an 
alternative means to display a disclaimer. Speakers should not be required to create links or 
other technological devices in order to disseminate communications. Requiring those who 
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advertise on mobile devices to use added technology, such as roll-over disclaimers, will make the 
costs of those activities prohibitive and will force many speakers to forgo the use of mobile 
technology. In addition, not all linked banner ads ask its reader to refer back to the website of 
the sponsoring organization. In many cases, such ads, to the extent they contain links, will send 
a reader to a third-party website, such as a news organization or other non-profit organization. 
The Commission should not require content based requirements in order to satisfy its disclaimer 
requirements. 

Since the Commission's statement in 2014, reliance on mobile devices for 
communication has only increased. Nearly 70 percent of all time spent on digital devices is 
spent on smartphones, according to comScore, a leading digital analytics company. The 
company also found that there is a significant and growing segment of Americans who rely 
solely on mobile phones for accessing the internet, including 22 percent of women aged 18-24. 
In the last few years, new ad formats have been rolled out, such as paid search ads in the Apple 
app store, and new devices have hit the market, like smartwatches. With smaller ad units, 
smaller devices, and growing reliance on mobile devices for communication, a disclaimer 
requirement would in effect block more speech now than ever before and cut off communication 
with entire swaths of young Americans. 
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There need to be other ways of communicating who is behind the ad. Therefore, we urge 
the Commission to consider additional reporting requirements to require more accurate spending 
information with respect to payments to companies that provide digital and similar related 
services to political committees. Specifically, we recommend that the Commission issue 
interpretive guidance that would require committees to separately disclose the amount paid to a 
vendor for the dissemination of Internet or digital advertisements. 
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Currently, it is standard practice for such digital vendors to invoice clients for a suite of 
services, including creative services, monthly retainer fees, and ad purchases in one invoice. 
Unlike television and radio advertising, there is no available public information available to 
accurately determine the amounts being spent on digital advertising. Any expenditure for 
Internet or digital advertising services that contains a dual purpose should indicate, either in the 
purpose or a memo text supplement to the payment, the actual amount of Internet or digital 
advertising that was included in the payment. 

For the reasons stated above, we implore the Commission to create common sense rules 
to regulate communications that are disseminated through small devices, such as mobile phones. 
The Commission's regulation should not create a bar to entry for such devices to be used for 
political speech, and should not attempt to create unworkable technological distinctions that may 
favor one format or medium over another. For your convenience, we have attached our 
substantive comments regarding AOR 2013-18, so that they may be incorporated by reference as 
part of the rulemaking record. 

Thank you for your consideration of our comments in connection with this rulemaking. 
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Sincerely, 

--
eegan Goudiss 

Partner 
Revolution Messaging, LLC 



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
Washington, DC 20463 
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TO: 
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1
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Commission Secretary's Office 

January 15, 2014 

Comments on Draft AO 2013-18 
(Revolution Measaglng, LLC) 

Attached is an untimely submitted coMm811t received from 
Joseph Sandler, Neil Reiff, and Dara Lindenbaum on behalf of 
Revolution Meaaaglng, LLC. Thia matter la on the January 18, 
2014 Op•• Meeting Agenda. 
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BY E-MAIL AND FA~SIMILE 

Hon. Shawn Woodhead Werth 
Commissio..11 Secretary 
Federal Election Commission 
999 E Street, N. W. 
Washington, DC 20463 

Re:. Advisory Opinion Request 2013-18 (Revolution Messaging, LLC) 

Dear Madame Secrehacy: 

We are writing an behalf of our client, Revolution Messaging, LLC ("Revolution 
Messaging"), to comment on Drafts A and B of Advisory Opinion 2011-19, whic~ are on the 
CQmrilission' s Op~n Meeting Agenda for tomorrow, January 16, .2013 ... · _ : 

. ' 
I 

In summary, Draft A docs not take inte account the nalUPe of the medium at issue and 
will effectively bar the use of the indusuy standard form of mobile advertising. The intrinsic 
limitations Qfthe specific_fonnat at issue in this AOR clearly make this_format a "~mall item[] 
upon which the disclaie:1er c.-inot be conveniently printed" within the 111enni11g of:the 
Commission's regulations, I.I C.F.R. §110.l 1(f). The approach of Draft A is ta ic:sist, in effect, 
tha1 Rev,dution Messaging~s political advinising clie1tts simply choose a diffe11ent fonnat tbr 
their 1cmnmuniclllion. That approach is illogical and ineonsistent with bo·lh the m~aning of the 
exemption as the Commi.~sio~ had interpreted and applied it, and with the Commission's 
commitoi.ent to acco,nmodate new technologies tqat lower lhe cost of campaigning. Draft 8- is 
consistent with the language of the regulations and the Commission's longstanding approach to 
evolving technology. For these reasons, the Commission should adopt Draft B. · 

Discu11sim1 
I 

. Under the "small items" exception, the Commissiorn's disclaimer requiremenls do not 
apply to "[b Jumper stickers, pins, buttons, pens and similar small items upon whi<;h the 
disclaimer cannot be conveniently printed." 11 C.F .R. § 110.11 (f)(i). As the Cominission 
e~plained in Advisory Opinion 2002-09 (Target Wirel~ss), 65By virtue-of their si7..e, the 'small' 
items. listed in [_ the regu°lation]~.such as bumper stickers. pins, buttons ~d j,el)s art limited in the 
siz~ and length of_the messages tha~ they are able to contain." 1d. at 4. 

~-n ~his AOR, Revolution hlessaging ttu asked the Commission simply to confirm the 
obvious: that a certain aiam of mobile phone advertisoments-•-smart phone static banner ads, for 
which tho nmximu~ sia is of 320 x so pixels or less in size--~'by vidlle of:theil' size"---me 
_i.ndeed i,~imited in .th~ ~in: and length ofthie ~es~ge~ that they.are abicn~ contaip" and 
therefo_~ ·~all within ~e ·~~all items" ex~mption. . ; 
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Draft A suggests, however, that the exemption is inapplicable because the advertising of 
Revolution Messaging's olicmts "can. be piaCQllal in, larger and expindable formats than the 
statio bannr1r ad of 320 .». SQ _pixels." Pmft A at 6. Specifically, Draft A cites the ava.il.ability of 
~hat th~ Intera,;tive Advertising·Bu~eau's Mobile Phone Creative Guideline$ characterize as 
entin;ly di.ffe~ent cat~gories of adve~ising: static .interstitial, rlch media. interstiti~ and rich 
media banners. ~'Revolution ~e$saging therefore has tbe ~hnological option to use larger 
mobile phone advertisements that could accommodate both the desired advertising text and the 
required disclaimer~'' Id. at 6-7. 

· Tae pc1aitinn·taken by f'.aaft A ls mo·gical and contrary to ~e meaning of the "small 
item~". ex~mption as.the Conµnissjon has in,erpreted it. 

1. The Commissio"1 Should Analyze the AP.plicability of the Exemption to the 
Format Chosen by the Adv~rtiser, Not Require the Advertiser to :Use a Different 
and Less Suitable Format · 

If an advertisement in a particular format is too small to display a disclai111er, the usmaH 
items" exemption clearly applies even though other items in the same medium, but using .a 
different format, could be made larger. Campaign buttons, for example, can and are made in 
-larger sizes-1ncmt than large enough to accomJDodate ~ disclaimer. "Fhat does men, of comse, 
tha• the specific exemptian for ul,attons" dues not apply whon a sp1cific campaign b11ttoe1 in factt1 
is 100 ~II fer the disclair1oer to be "~on11eniently printed." 

. . 

b1 that regard, the Commission has never required any committ~ or entity which chooses 
to use a specific format for political advertising, in a particular medium, to use a different format 
in order to accommodate a disclaimer. 1"'ne Commission has never, for example, denied the 
availability of ttie .. small items" ·exemption for a bumper sticker on the ground that the advertiser 
could include a disclaimer if only the bumper sticker were made big enO"Jgh. Yet, that is 
preclsdly what Draft A would1 do. · 

Jlic lerger-si:red nnJhi11 formats iden.tified by Draft A are iH fact :very different than stll1tic 
banner .eds. They are lass popular· and mach less prevalent. in part becuuae they are more 
expensive and.in part beeause·mobite websites and mobile applications do not want to have ads 
that are too obtrusive to tbei~ use~. The 30Q x 50 an~. 320 ~ 50 ~er ad~ are standard and 
widely available. They .ire the most popular for smartphones today because they work bo:it with 
how a mobile phone displays digital content. According to the MoPub Mobile Advertising 
Marketplace Report for the first quarter of"2013, for·example, in March 2013 the cost per mille 
(thousand ~mpressioJ'.IS) for a 320x,o pi~elad was 54 cents comp~ed to 62 cents for a 300x.2SO 
ad ~d $1.85,for 320x48U. ()ftotal_sm:rtphone spen~jng in March 20-13, including table~, 
320x59 ~ acceunu:d for nearly 53% of~Dtal ad !",JCnd-:-more than all other sizes of 
advertisor~enu :eoa,lbined. · 

In sueh ~~rc11m1tances, Llie Commission bu not r,:quired political advertisers to choose an 
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adv~rtising fonnat different than the one they want to use. To _the contrary, the Commission has 
resiiu:cted the advertiser's choice cif f~at and timn looked at the appliicability .f!JJ:the e:1emptio11 
to that format. :In·Advisery Opiilio112002..Q9 (Taraet ,vueless), for example, the t_equestor 
explained ~t althoush: it ·\tofl'!S ·,e~hnicall'ipossible to rem:ove content in a text message ($MS 
message) to ·make room fo_r a disclaimer, it_ would be unattractive to potential subscri~rs.-See' 
Letter fr9m Target __ Wireless_to F~eral Election Commission, Comment on AOR 2002-09 
(Aiigust 21, ~02). _'iiie Commission deterinli1ed that the format in·which.SMs·messages are 
displayed met die requirements fot th~ small-items exemption: "[T]be wireless telephone screens 
that you have described have limits on both the ~ize and the lengd;i of the infonn~tion that can be 
con·c,eyed._,. AO 2602:-09 at 4. · : · · 

Likewise, in the case of Revolution Messaging's clients, the "options" identified by Draft 
A may frequently be less desirable for a number of reasons. The format about which Revolution 
Messaging has submitted this request-static banner ads for mobile phones-cl.early .has "limits 
on both the size and the length of the information that can be conveyed," just as L11 A0-2002-09. 
Indeed, it is literally impossible to make a disclaimer included in this format "clear and 
conspicuous" as required by the Commission's disclaimer regulatioi:i, 110.l t(c)(l). . . 

. . 

DraB ~·1 roliance on Advisory Opiniou 2007-33 {Club"for Growth PAC) is clearly 
milapta11ed. In that Advisory Opinion, tho Co111D11i!1Sion dmni1ed a request to exempt a shprt 
television advertisement from the "stand-by-your-ad" spoken disclaimer. The Commission 
fo.~ the ~·small __ it~ms" eKemption ioappli~able i~ thot case because it applies ~o only vi_sual 
~~-11~t ie a "&lkm s~d by your act discmimcr ..... " Id. at~ (emphasis in 9rigioal). 

The C~mmi.'!Sion should consider the fonnat a~out which the ~uestor: R~olutjon 
Messaging, has actually asked and deci"e whether the .·small-items exemption applie!. to that 
fornmt. The answer should be obvioqs. · 

2. Dtaft A Is Co11h11~iy tu the Commillion'~ Polley of Jiccoaumod11dng 
·. Ta,chaologltcad. lno1i,watiou-Th1i Expanlis Op·pmt11:1ity for Ponnia1tl 

. Ci>mD111aintion · · · 

As Draft A itsolf acknowlc;dges, "the Act mid Commission n:gulations ru:,ed not be 
barriers to technological innovation and creative forms of advertisingt id. at 8. Yet ~posing 
such bamers is precisely what would result from adopting Draft A. . . 

· Draft A would bar the ·most standard mobile advertising format from politica~ advertising 
and prevent the use of new and oftel:l less ~pensiv~ -ways to spend money on paid 1nessaging. 
Some pnliticel ndva1i~J whe onold nfforli stadc bammr mis may not be able to afford rich 
media Qr iute:mitial ads. Dra(t A would. .reqail'e such advertise1s 'to utilize mobile advertising 
formats to.better fit.the.Commission's requirements, instea~ of allowing such advertisers to 
utilize the f011n1at that beet moms their ilze1is, and theinby c:xp1mdm; access ~o pa1Htioal. · 
CQnimwticl)tioo.. P9litical campaigns and enmmittees llbould be, able to take advm1tage of the 

, . . . •. . 
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evolving technology that reduces the amount that any one committee or ~ntity needs to spend to 
get acro!1s a given message, ond 1heraby ,onhances tile ability of more peoplo tn purticip,nte in tho 
political precess.. · · 

In that regard, we respect and appreciate the concerns raised by Senator Ron Wyden (D
ore.) in his letter to the Commission of September 16, 2013, as to maintaining.and strengthening· 
disclosure .Jaws. Indeed, Revolution Messaging itself has strongly advocated for increased 
disclosure of poliii~ spending, particularly- in the area of spam text. messaging .. The "small 
items" exemption, ho:wevcr, long pre-dates the ~ace11t ccmtroyersy about anonymou9··political 
spending; in fact, that exemption -dates· back· at least lo the first Sit of FEC .1egulation1 issued 
aft:a11 the: 1974 Altu1ndmeuts to "tb.e" Fmleral Eleation Camoo.igII Act. All Revolution M11ssaging is 
asking fer is that the Commission apply that exomptio1l by ill terms to more recently de~e.lop1ed 
technology. 

3. Requiring a Link to a Website Is Not a Feasible Alternative 

Draft A suggests that a political committee can satisfy the disclaimer requirements by
using its own website us die landing paye which lhen has a disclaimer. Co111plylng with this 
H~odified disclajmer" requirement, however, will not be possible in situations where the website 
li.nked to an ·io is not conuoliad by dm c1.11'igimll advertiser. As rues bsen di:cu!lsed rcpeotaoly in 
past Adviac:,ry Opinion,, while ads that iink to die advortisco:'s mvn polio.cal c,ammittee page will 
have thu. ~i..s~ldim.er,.ods lhat :lir:ik to a thitd pnrty website, out of the C~llltrt1l_of th~ ~ertiser, wm 
not See Advilory Opr;nions 2011-09 (Facr.bookj; 2010-19 (Go,ogle). Thctrefore, Revolution 

· Messqging mges the Conunission to ex.empt from the disclaimer 1~quirements aU static banner 
mobile &dvertisement on which it is not physically possible to include a readable disclaifflftr. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons net forth above, Revalotmn Mr.asaging stmngly urges the Commission to 
reject Draft A and adopt Draft B of Advisory Opinion 2013;,,18. 

Th~ you for your time and atten_ti_on to this matter. 

Sincerely yours, 

r :.}~ 

oseph( S~dler 
Neil P. Reiff · 
Dara S. Lindenbaum 

cc: Office of General Counsel 
Attorney~ for Revolution Messaging, ·LLC 
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Dear Ms. Stevenson: 
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Pursuant to 2 U.S.C. §437f and the Commission's rules, 11 C.F.R. §112.1, we are writing 
on behalf of our client, Revolution Messaging, LLC ("Revoluti~m Messaging") to request an 
advisory opinion regarding the applicability of the "small itemsr and "impracticable" exemptions 
to the disclaimer requirements under the Federai Election Campaign Act and Commission 
regulations to mobile phone advertisements. I 

I. Kevolntion Messaging 

Revolution Messaging, a District of Columbia limited liability company, is a full-service 
digital technology and strategy company, specializing in the prJvision of mobile 
communications strategies, content, and text messaging service~ to progressive non-profit 
organizations, labor organizations, and Democratic federal and !state political committees, 
including candidates for federal office, and other organizations.I Revolution Messaging Q.reates 
mobile and digital messaging strategies on behalf of its clients, llincluding creating the content of, 
placing and providing mobile advertisements. 

Revolutian M11SSaging has been contracted to plaee andlprovide mobile advertisements 
by various olients, including federal committees and: labor organizations. Some, o.f these clients 
wish to use mobile advertising for independent expenditures asidefined by 2. U.S.C. § 431(17). 
Although some of Revolution Messaging's clients' mobile advertisements will link to sites 
which contain a disclaimer, some will .not. f 

Revolution Messaging has encountered several mobile idvertising vendors that refuse to 
accept these ads unless a disclaimer is included. As discussed below, given the physical size 
constraints of the mobile advertisements and the technology in.Jrolved, it is not possible to 
include a disclaimer that complies with Commission regulation~ in these advertisements. Thus, 
these clients will be prevented from placing mobile advertisembnts that contain express advocacy 
unless the Connnission clarifies that these smatl mobile adverti~ements are :exempt from · 
disclaimer requirements. I 
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II. Mobile Advertisements 

Mobile phone advertisements appear on mobile phones ~hen a user accesses certain 
content on their mobile phones. Ei:equenily, these ads appaar when users acaess free mobile 
phone s.pplications and appear at the top or bo.+tom oi the mobil~ phone screen in tandam with 
the actual ~pplication content. In addition., these mobile adverti~ements may appear on a portion 
of the screen when a user accesses certain web sites. 

Mobile advertisements are subject to size and content limitations based on two distinct 
criteria: 1) the size of the mobile phone on which the advertiserilent appears, and 2) the number 
of pixels available for a i,~icular mobile advertisement. 

Ahhoug&. iodny's top selling mobile phu11el; aae more advanced than ever, in order to 
retain their utility, physical size limitations exist. Mobile phonJ screens are typically measured 
in diagonal inehes. :Providing screen size in diagonal inches m,Jes the lnrgest sttaight-line : 
measurement that can be obtained from the display. The quoted! screen size, being a diagonal, is 
larger than the height or the width of the display and provides ah "aspect ratio" (the ratio 
between the vertical and horizontal size) in ad.dition to physicallsize. Today's most common 
mobile phones measure 5 inches diagonally or less. Specifically, the iPhone 5 measures 4 inches 
diagonally; the Samsung Galaxy S4 measures 5 inches diagonaily; and the Blackberry 10 
measures 4.2 inches diagm1ally. Of cow-se, mobile phone adveitisenients will aPfJe&r even 
smalleI' than the full screen size of the mobile phone. 

As the physical size of the various mobile phones varie~, mobilo advertiBe:montu are not 
measwl!d, priced or purch.ued based on 1physi£al sli~e. To provide advertisers with the ability to 
create and purchase advertisements that will appear uniformly tin various mobile phones, the 
Interactive Advertising Bureau ("IAB") crented industry standatds for mobile phone 
adv.ertisements.1 These industry standards measure mobile advbrtisements' dimensions by the 
width and height of pixels available. · I 

A pixel is the building block upon which mobile image~ arc created. The more pixels an 
image has, the more detailed the image can be renden,d. Pixel limitations 1-estriGt the possible 
content of Ee1 advertisemmit - as ench graphic or piece of conterit requires a certain number of 
pixels - which will vary based on several factors, including the trispness of the image, the 
number of colurs usled, and the sm.011111 of detn.il incJuded in a ~aphic. These pi..~.el limitutions 
are shnilar to character limitations in that pixel limitations curniil the amnunt of c".ntent which 
can be included in an advertisement. 

IAB's Mobile Phone Creative Guidelines limit the dimensions of the largest.available 
advertisement to 320 x 50 pixels. These ads, often referred to Js "banner ads," generally appear 
across the lop of a mobile phone's screen. Sec true-to-size exainples of these banner 
advertise111edts below: 

1 These guidelines are available at http://www.iab.net/guidelines/508676/508767/mobileguidelines. 

. I 
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Uvlng On The Edge 
Uke it or not, the Miami Heat's stars will be judged 
harshly If they fall to the Spurs. 
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These pixel limitations help ensure that advertisements do not appear blurry regardless of 
the type of mobile phone on which it appears. In addition, atterilpting to incl ode tao much 
ccmtent in a limited pixel gmphiI: nmy result in on image of rc:dticed quniity sud clarity. These 
physiianl mut. tecbuo}ngicnl limitations restrict a pnlitical aciverti~cr's nbfdity to include a 
disclaimer an mebile adv.artismllents. I 

III. Legal Discussion 

Pursuant to the Act and Commission regulations, all putilic communications require a 
disclaimer. 11 C.F.R. § 110.11. Specifically, all required discl4imers must be "presented in a 
clear and conspicuous manner. . . A disclaimer is not clear and tonspicuous if it is difficult to 

I • 

reo.d or hear, or if the placement is easily overlooked.n 11 C.F. R. § 110.1 l(c). The 
Commisi1ion's regniadans estnblish certain exeIIlptions to this h'road disohlimei· requirement. 
SpecHically, items, su~h as "[b]umper stickers, 9ine, buttons, pJns, and similar small Items upon 
which a diselaimer :eannnt be eonvenicntly printed" are exempt !fram: the disclaim.er 
requirements, 11 C.F.R. § ·11Q.l l(f)(l)(i). Also exempt are "w¥er towers, ~~g apparel, or 
other means of displaying a communication an advertisement of such a nature that the iDclusi.on 
ofa disclaimer would be impracticable." 11 C.F.R. § 110.ll(f)(l)(ii). 

I . 

Although the Commission previously concluded that cehain limited character 
I 

advertisei'ne:rtts are exempt from the disclaimer requirements, FEC Advisory Opinion 2010-19 
(Google), it welcomed "those oth_er entities [with] slightly different concerns and ... business 
models ... to submit their requests." (Commission Opon Mceiing Audiu Recording (Sept. 23, 
2010) (Stntemcnt of Commissioner Weintmub) (sta.Iting at 06:215). By submitting this Advisory 
Opinion Reqn:st, Revolution Messaging is recp~sting the Cominission to clarify its regulations 
and conrJude that mobile advertisements which are subject to cbntent restrictiam; due. ta the pixel 
limitations and physical size limitations appli~le to mobile plione advertisement qualify for 
either the "small item" or "impracticable" exemption. 

A. Small Item Exemption 

The Commission should conclude that mobile advertisekents qualify for the "small 
items" exemption for several reasons. First, these mobile advet:tlsements are "small" under any 
reasonable definitiOJ1. of "small" In fact, these advertisements are physically far smaller than 
other items expressly exempt from the disclaimer requirements ldue to their physical size, e.g., 

bumper stickers anc1 pins. 
2 

_ I 

In concluding that text messages qualify for an exemption to the disclaimer requirements 
under 11 C.F.R. § 110.l l(f)(l)(i), the Commission explained tliese communications are Hlimited 
in the si2-e and length of the messages that they are able to c~n." Mobile advertisements are 

I 

subject to almost identical physical "wireless telephone screen [size restrictions which] ... limit[] 
both the size and the length of the information that can be conveyed," applicable to text ____ .__ I 
2 See Google Request, Advisory Opinion 2010-19 (noting that th£ "standard" political hntto1n is 2.25 inches ir. 
diameter, though buttons of3.5 inches in diameter are reguln:'ly sold as wr.111.") (citing,http://www.onlneconversion. 
com/shape_ area_ circle.htm). 
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messages. Further, the pixel (as opposed to the SMS) technolog¥ "places similar limits on the 
length of a political acive:rtisement as d1ose that exist with bumPier stickers." FEC Advisory 
Opinion 2002-09 (T~et Wireless). Due to these physical size ~d technological restrictions, 
these ads are too small to co11tain a disclaimer which "is not diffionlt to road." 11 C.F. R. § 
110.1 l(c). 

As the banner ad examples provided in Section II above demonstrate, due to the physical 
and pixel limitations of these ads, the content is exceptionally lirtlted. This media is too small 
to include any actual messaging as well a.~ a legible federal disc~aimer: 

I 

Paid for by ABC PAC, www.abcpac.com. Notl authorized by any 
candidate or candidate's committee.3 

The disclaimer alone consists of fourteen words - twice as many as the number of words 
in the content of the wordiest example above. Specifically, it "iould take more than 40% of the 
available pixels to include the required disclaimer (fourteen wordi) on a banner ad which 
includes only ten words, such as in the example below. j 

~ , ,~ n 
c. _ L f • J "'h..,_...I 

Even if the Commission were to craft a shorter al~ disclaimer, the number of pixels 
required to ensure that the disclaimer is legible and easy to read would prevent political 
advertisers from using mobile advertisements as a medium to cpmmunicate with voters. To be 
sure, these advertisements are too small to include a disclaimer1that can be "conveniently 
printed" because of the physical size limitations and the technological pixel limitations. 

3 11 C.F.R. § 110.1 l(b)(3). 
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B. Impracticable Exemption 

In the alternative, the Commission should conclude that I ese advertisements qualify as 
an "advertisement of such nature that the.inclusion of a dfoomimer would be impractinahieJ' 11 
C.F.R. § 110.1 l(f)(ii). As is clear from the true-to-size mobile ~dvertisem.ent examples in 

I 

Section II abo1ve, even if a significant portion of the available pixels i:i:1 allocated to the 
disclaimer, due to the specific restrictions applicable to thiCJ cotiununications medium, it is 
impossible to ensure that a disclaimer complies with the Act. 

1Further, as the example above demonstrates, ~yen a dis4laimer using a significant portion 
of the available pixels and space cannot clearly meet the Commission's requirements as this 
disclaimer is easily considered "difficult to read." Therefore, tlie Commission should clarify that 
it is imeractiuable to inelude disclaimcire on these advertisenients and thus, these mobile 

& I 

advertisements qualify for an exemption pursuant to 11 C.F .R. § 110.11 (f)(l )(ii). 
I . 

IV. Conclusion 

Based upon the factual and legal analysis above, the Commission should conclude that 
the mobile advertisements that Revolution Messaging and its client seek to place qualify for an 
exemption to the disclaimer requirements of the Act and the cdmmission's rules and issue an 
advisory opinion to this effect. 

Sincerely, 

.JhEl(L-
/N:?~. Reiff 

Elizabeth L. Howard 
Counsel to Revolution Messaging, LLC 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Date: 
Subject: 

Liz Howard <Howard@sandlerreiff .com> 
"TLutz@fec.gov'1 <TLutz@fec.gov>, "Joseph E. Sandler" <sandler@sandlerreiff.com>, 
"ANoti@fec.gov" <ANoti@fec.gov>, "rknop@fec.gov'' <rknop@fec.gov>, ·NStipanovic@fec.gov" 
<NStipanovic@fec.gov> 
10/23/2013 04:52 PM 
RE: Revolution Messaging Advisory Opinion Request 

Dear Mr. Lutz: 

Please find our responses below: · 

1. Confirmed. 
2. Confirmed. 
3. Confirmed. 
4. Confirmed. 

Do not hesitate to contact us if you need any additional information. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Howard 

Sandler Reiff Young ft Lamb, P.C. 
1025 Verment Avenue NW, Suite 300 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
w. (202) 479 - 1111 
f-. (202) 47_9 - 1115 

This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may 
contain infonnation that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If the reader of this 
message is not the intended recipient or any employee or agent responsible for delivering th~ message 
to the intended recipient, you are hereby nottffed that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of 
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify us immediately by email. Thank you for your cooperation. 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you 
that any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not 
intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties undeF, the 

, 



Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction 
or mstter addrt"Ssed herein. 

From: TLutz@fec.gov [mailto:TLutz@fec.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 11:18 AM 
To: Joseph E. Sandler; Liz Howard 
Cc: ANoti@fec.gov; rknop@fec.gov; NStipanovic@fec.gov 
Subject: Fw: Revolution Messaging Advisory Opinion Request 

-- Forwarded by Theodore Lutz/FEC/US on 10/22/2013 11: 15 AM --

From: Theodore Lutz/FEC/US 
To: nJoseph E. Sandler" <sandler@sandlerreiff.com>, 

Cc: 

Date: 

Neven StJpanovic/FEC/US@FEC, Robert Knop/FEC/US@FEC 

09/26/2013 02:35 PM 

Subject: Ravolut1011 Messaging Advisory Opinion Request 

------------------------·------

Dear Mr. Sandler: 

In our recent telephone conversations, you provided us with additional information regarding the advisory 
opinien requesi: submitted on behalf of Revolution Messaging. We have set out below our understanding 
of the new information. Please either confirm the accuracy of these statements or correct any 
misperceptions. 

1. With reference to the IAB Mobile Phone Creative Guidelines chart, Revolution Messaging is 
asking the Commission to address the options listed in the row entitled "Image" on the IAB chart -
except for the smartphone interstitial ad {300x250). Revolution Messaging is not asking the 
Commission to address the options in the row entitled ·Rich Media/Expandable." 

2. The advertisements implicated in the request v,1i11 be embedded In mobile phone applications or 
webeites that, when accessed on e mobile phoAe, t:Jefaun tn their presentation to a mobilo pHone 
format. The ~ueet therefore does net implioete advertisements pl!aeed on websites formatted 
for viewing on a desktop, laptop, or tablet. 

3. The prGpesor:t advertiSEments, when clicked by a user, Virill oither open a wabsile in the phone's 
browser or prompt the user to make a phone call. Of those advertisements that link to a website, 
there is no limitation on the websiteJ; a user could be directed to {i.e., the advertisement will not 
necessarily link to a candidate or political committee's website). 

4. Revolution Messaging asks the following question: ·Are the advertisements described in the 
request e:Jtempted from the disclaimer requirements of the Aet and Commission regulations under 
either the small itemG or, in the eltaFnative, the impracticability exceJttioA?· 

We would appreciate your response by omail. 'l'our rea~o.ase may be treated as a supplement to the 
advisory opioioo request and, as such, may be placed en the pul>lio record. Thank you for your 
cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Theode,re M. Lutz 
Office of General Counsel - Policy Division 
Federal Election Commission 
tlutz@fec.gov I (202) 694-1650 




